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Abstract: Plate Fin Heat Sinks (PFHS) are among the simplest and most widespread devices for
electronics cooling. Because of the many design parameters to be considered, developing both cost
and thermal effective PFHS is a critical issue. Here, a novel thermal model of PFHS is presented.
The model has a broad field of applicability, being comprehensive of the effects of flow bypass,
developing boundary layers, fin efficiency and spreading resistance. Experiments are then carried
out to validate the proposed thermal model, and its good accuracy is demonstrated. Finally, an
optimization methodology based on genetic algorithms is proposed for a cost-effective selection
of the design parameters of PFHS, which is particularly effective with semi-active configurations.
Such an optimization methodology is then tested on a commercial heat sink, resulting in a possible
53% volume reduction at fixed thermal performances.
Keywords: heat transfer enhancement; electronics cooling; plate fin heat sinks; cost optimization;
genetic algorithms

1. Introduction
The progressive size reduction of electronic devices is inevitably leading to a crucial heat
dissipation issue in designing novel components [1]. In fact, overheating conditions could significantly
affect the performances and durability of electronic devices, eventually reducing their expected life [2].
Even though a plethora of methods have been investigated to enhance heat dissipation in the last
twenty years, air cooling by means of a fan coupled with properly designed heat sinks installed on
the electronic device is currently the most robust, cost-effective and commonly adopted solution for
electronics cooling [3].
However, heat sinks are also finding increasing applications outside the traditional field of
high-powered electronic devices. For example, heat sinks are currently applied for cooling purposes
in industrial (e.g., solar applications) as well as consumer (e.g., LED) products, which are rapidly
causing a change in their design and manufacture processes [4–10]. Indeed, such newer application
fields are adding further requirements to the traditional structural integrity and thermal performance
ones: low cost and mass production needs are leading to a substantial rethinking of the materials and
processes adopted for manufacturing heat sinks.
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In particular, heat sinks with plate fins are amongst the most common and studied thermal
management solutions for electronic and automotive devices [11,12]. Plate fin heat sinks (PFHS)
differ in manufacturing methods (stamping, extrusion, bonding, folding, additive manufacturing),
type of coolant (air, liquid), material (aluminum, copper, alloys, polymeric or composite materials)
and flow regime (natural, forced) [13]. Nowadays, air-cooled heat sinks manufactured by extrusion
processes are the most widespread solution, being a satisfactory compromise between costs and
thermal performances [13,14], both in active (purposely designed fan) and semi-active (fan already
existing in the system) configurations. However, the choice of the heat sink characteristics maximizing
thermal performances and minimizing production and operating costs for a particular application
may be extremely complex, due to the multiple design options and restraints to be considered at the
same time.
Several theoretical, numerical and experimental thermo-fluid dynamics studies on air-cooled
PFHS have been carried out [15–21], in order to achieve a more fundamental understanding of
the involved phenomena. More recently, the inverse method coupled with numerical simulations
and experimental temperature data have been adopted to determine the average convective heat
transfer coefficient in PFHS [22]; whereas a practical model for predicting the hydraulic and thermal
performance of PFHS has proved accuracy within −14% to 12% for a wide range of Reynolds
numbers [23]. In summary, the main phenomena to be taken into account for a comprehensive
thermal model are the (1) baseplate-to-fins spreading resistance; (2) thermal conduction through fins;
(3) boundary layer development along fins; and (4) flow bypass (i.e., unshrouded heat sinks) [13].
Starting from an adequate thermo-fluid model, the optimal configuration for the air-cooled PFHS
can be then investigated. To this purpose, conventional thermal analysis tools are usually inadequate
because both geometry and boundary conditions are not known a priori. Therefore, numerous
optimization procedures have been proposed so far. Saini and Webb [24] adopted an analytical
approach to identify the best configurations of plate-fin and plate-pin-fin heat sinks. Entropy generation
minimization has been also used to optimize heat sink geometries [25], as for example reported in the
studies by Culham et al. [26], Shih et al. [27] and Betchen et al. [28]. Iyengar and Bar-Cohen, instead,
discussed a coefficient of performance (COP) analysis for PFHS in natural or forced convection
regimes, aiming to minimize—thanks to a least-energy optimization by entropy minimization
methodology—both fan pumping power and the thermodynamic work needed to manufacture and
assemble the heat sink [29–32]. Furthermore, multi-objective genetic algorithms [33,34], artificial neural
networks (ANNs) [35], the Kriging method associated with computational fluid dynamics [36] and
integrated approaches [37] have been investigated to maximize the thermal performance of heat sinks
while considering multi-constraints (e.g., pressure drop, mass, space limitations).
One of the most valid studies on this topic has been conducted by Culham et al. [38], where a
thermal model for shrouded (i.e., no flow bypass) heat sinks and an optimization procedure based
on entropy generation minimization have been coupled. However, optimization strategies based on
entropy generation minimization only focus on operating costs, while neglecting production ones.
This may lead to oversizing the heat sink, which implies an increased amount of material and thus
production costs [34].
In this work, we report both a novel comprehensive thermal model and a methodological approach
to designing air-cooled PFHS, which allows for optimizing the production costs at given thermal
performances. First, a comprehensive thermal model suited for unshrouded heat sinks is developed,
considering the effect of flow bypass, developing boundary layer along fins, heat conduction through
fins and baseplate-to-fins spreading resistance. It is worth stressing that the novel thermal model has
rather general validity, being easily applicable also to shrouded heat sink (no flow bypass). Second, this
novel thermal model is validated by the experimental characterization of a commercial heat sink for
the thermal management of an Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning (HVAC) control unit in the
automotive field. Finally, the thermal model is coupled to an optimization procedure based on genetic
algorithms, in order to find the optimal geometric parameters of PFHS in semi-active configurations.
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This procedure is rather general, taking into account both the full range of possible working conditions
and the technological constraints due to the adopted manufacturing process (e.g., extrusion and
additive manufacturing). In particular, this optimization methodology is adopted to find the most
cost-effective configuration for the considered commercial heat sink in a semi-active configuration.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, the comprehensive thermal model for unshrouded
heat sinks is presented; in Section 3.1, the proposed model is experimentally validated; in Section 3.2,
the cost optimization methodology for heat sinks is proposed and tested; in Section 4, conclusions and
perspectives are drawn.
2. Theoretical Analysis
A comprehensive model for predicting the thermo-fluid dynamics behavior of air-cooled,
unshrouded PFHS under forced convection regime is introduced here.
As schematically depicted in Figure 1, the heat sink geometry considered in this work is
characterized by L, H, t, and N parameters, which are the fins length, height, thickness and number,
respectively. Moreover, W and tb are the baseplate width and thickness, while p is the spacing between
neighboring fins.

Figure 1. Heat sink geometry.

The effectiveness of heat dissipation by heat sinks depends on their effective thermal resistance,
which is given by the overall effect of thermal resistances along the heat flux path, from the source to
the ambient. Here, the overall junction-to-ambient thermal resistance (R ja ) of the electronic package is
estimated relying on the classical equivalent thermal resistance network depicted in Figure 2 [13].
In fact, despite the fact that the film resistance at the fluid-solid boundary usually dominates,
it has been demonstrated that the effect of other resistance elements on the heat path cannot be safely
neglected in the optimization of the design characteristics of heat sinks [38].
Therefore, R ja is decomposed here in four discrete components, namely:
R ja = R jc + Rcs + Rsa + Rspr

(1)

where R jc , Rcs , Rsa , and Rspr are the junction-to-case, case-to-sink, sink-to-ambient, and spreading
resistances, respectively.
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Figure 2. Scheme of the thermal resistance network of the considered heat sink.

First, in most applications, R jc is given by the manufacturer, who provides the electronic
components already embedded into the cases. Hence, R jc is not directly modeled in the present
work, being specific to the considered application and usually experimentally known.
Second, case-to-sink resistance Rcs is calculated as:
Rcs =

tb
kAb

(2)

where k is the thermal conductivity of the heat sink, and tb and Ab are the thickness and cross section
surface area of baseplate.
Sink-to-ambient resistance Rsa is then computed by analytically modeling the air flow and
pressure across the unshrouded heat sink. Note that the following considerations are safely applicable
to any type of flow bypass (top, side or both) or to fully shrouded configurations. Figure 3 reports
the average air flow velocities in the different sections of the duct where the heat sink is placed,
namely: the approach velocity (vd ) at the entrance of the duct; the channel velocity (vch ) through the
channels made by neighboring fins (fin channels); the side bypass velocity (vbs ) and the top bypass
velocity (vbt ) in the sections of the duct not occupied by the heat sink. Note that, by considering a
flush-mounted installation of the heat sink on the lower wall of the duct (see Figure 3, inset), it is
possible to safely approximate a 2D, laminar and fully-developed air flow through the heat sink,
without longitudinal vortices.

Figure 3. Scheme of the bypass phenomenon. Note that the heat sink is flush-mounted in a duct with
CB × CH section, where CB and CH are channel base and height, respectively.
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The air flowing through the fin channels experiences pressure drops due to contraction and
expansion of the flow field at channel inlet and outlet, respectively. Let us introduce the cross section
area of the duct Ad = CB × CH, the overall cross section area of the fin channels Ach = ( N − 1) pH,
the cross section area of the side Abs and the top Abt bypass. Furthermore, let us assume the following
conditions [39]: channel aspect ratio (αch = p/H) less than 0.75; 2D flow through the channel of the
heat sink; laminar developing flow; no air leakage from the top heat sink; uniform approach velocity;
constant µ and ρ of the fluid; negligible expansion and contraction losses in the bypass sections.
The air flow velocities in the different sections of the duct can be therefore obtained by applying the
conservation of mass and momentum in the duct [39], namely:
4∆phs −2(∆pbt +∆pbs )
ρ
2(∆pbt −∆pbs )
ρ







v2bt + v2bs − 2v2ch =

v2bs − v2bt =


 A v +A v = A v −A v
bt bt
bs bs
d d
ch ch

(3)

ρ being the air density, whereas ∆phs , ∆pbt , ∆pbs are the pressure drops experienced by air flowing
through fin channels, top bypass and side bypass, respectively. The complete procedure to compute
∆phs , ∆pbt and ∆pbs is reported in Appendix A. By the simultaneous solution of Equations (3), the
values of air velocity through the fin channels (vch ), the side bypass (vbs ) and the top bypass (vbt ) can
be then obtained.
Once the fluid dynamics quantities within the duct have been fully determined, it is possible to
compute the modified spacing channel Reynolds Re∗p = Rech pL−1 , where Rech = ρvch Dhch µ−1 is the
channel Reynolds number and Dhch = 2p is the hydraulic diameter of the fin channel. The average
convective heat transfer coefficient can be then calculated as:
h=

Nu p k a
p

(4)

where k a is the thermal conductivity of air and Nu p is estimated as
− 1




Nu p =  


3

1
0.5Re∗p Pr

3 + 
0.664

q

1
q
1
Re∗p Pr 3 1 + 3.65( Re∗p )



3 

1
−

(5)

2

in the range 0.1 < Re∗p < 100 [40], Pr = µc p,a /k a being the Prandtl number and c p,a the specific heat
capacity of air at constant pressure. The fin efficiency (η) can be also determined as [40]:
tanh
q
η=

q

2Nu p k a H 2 (t + L)/(kptL)

2Nu p k a H 2 (t + L)/(kptL)

(6)

The sink-to-ambient thermal resistance can be finally computed as:
Rsa =

1
ηhAhs

(7)

Ahs being the total heat sink surface involved in the convective heat transfer.
The fourth thermal resistance considered in the model depicted in Figure 2 takes into account the
spreading resistance between the heat source and the baseplate of heat sink. As sketched in Figure 4,
spreading resistance occurs in configurations where heat flows from a small heat source to the base of
a larger heat sink. In this way, the heat cannot uniformly distribute through the baseplate, therefore
limiting the convective cooling effect by the fins.
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Figure 4. Scheme of heat spreading phenomenon in a PFHS: red and yellow represent high and low
temperature regions, respectively; arrows represent heat propagation paths.

Spreading resistance is progressively becoming an important issue in modern microelectronics,
and it can be mitigated by either increasing the thickness of the baseplate or by adopting materials with
higher thermal conductivity (e.g., novel micro- and nano-structured materials [41]). Here, a perfect
thermal contact between case and heat sink baseplate (i.e., negligible thermal contact resistances)
is assumed, and Rspr is estimated following the work by Lee et al. [42], where further details are
√
available. Let us define the baseplate and heat source (i.e., case) equivalent radii as rb = Ab /π and
√
rs = As /π, respectively, where As is the cross section area of the heat source.
Moreover, let us introduce the dimensionless contact radius (e) and plate thickness (τ):
e=

rs
rb

(8)

τ=

tb
rb

(9)

Considering the dimensionless Biot number of the baseplate as Bib = hrb /k, it is possible to
calculate the dimensionless spreading resistance Ψ = Ψ(e, τ, Bib ) as:
tanh(λτ ) + Biλ
1
3/2
b
Ψ = (1 − e )
2
1 + Biλ tanh(λτ )

(10)

b

√
where λ = λ(e) is an empirical parameter found as λ = π + ( πe)−1 [42]. Finally, the spreading
resistance Rspr is calculated as:
Ψ
Rspr = √
(11)
k As
Even though the overall thermal resistance model for R ja has been developed for unshrouded
heat sinks, it is worth stressing that it has general validity. In fact, it can be easily applied to shrouded
heat sinks by neglecting bypass phenomenon.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Experimental Validation
Experiments are carried out to validate the comprehensive thermal model of the heat sink
discussed in Section 2. In particular, a commercially available PFHS (DENSOTM Thermal Systems,
Poirino (TO), Italy) is considered as a representative case study. The experimental measurements of
the junction-to-ambient thermal resistance (R ja,e ) are then compared with the modeling predictions
(R ja,m ), at different approach velocities (vd ) in a semi-active, unshrouded configuration.
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The geometrical parameters of the sample heat sink experimentally tested are reported in Table 1.
The considered heat sink is made out of extruded aluminum alloy (type AL EN AW 6060), and it is
currently used for the heat dissipation of power transistors for the air flow control in HVAC for the
vehicle passenger area.
Table 1. Geometrical parameters of the commercially available heat sink experimentally tested.
L [mm]

W [mm]

tb [mm]

N [mm]

H [mm]

t [mm]

p [mm]

57.2

41.4

8.4

14

21.8

1

2.1

The experimental campaign has been designed to thermally characterize the heat sink in the
full range of typical working conditions. During the tests, the heat sink is flush-mounted on the
lower wall of the HVAC rectangular air duct (cross section area Ad = 97.63 cm2 , CB = 7.47 cm and
CH = 13.07 cm), and it dissipates the heat generated by a power transistor. Hence, the heat sink is
tested (and it usually operates) in a semi-active configuration, i.e., it takes advantage of an existing fan
in the HVAC. The experimental rig used to characterize the heat sink is described in the following.
Air at ambient temperature enters into the rig by an inlet pipe with 150 mm diameter, where air
flow rate is measured. Then, air flows into a plenum chamber with dimensions 2 m × 2 m × 1.5 m.
Finally, the air flow passes through a feeding branch and enters into the HVAC. The HVAC fan is used
to flow the air through the experimental rig and into the HVAC itself, where the heat sink is placed.
The transistor voltage drop (V), electric current (I), junction temperature (Tj ), and temperature of
air approaching heat sink (Ta ) are measured by a GL220 data logger (GraphtecTM Digital Solutions,
Plano, TX, USA). Type T thermocouples are used for temperature measurements: Tj is measured at
the interface between transistor and heat sink base (i.e., junction-to-case, see Figure 2 and the inset
in Figure 5), while Ta is measured at the HVAC inlet. Consequently, the power supplied to transistor
(P = V I) and the overall junction-to-ambient thermal resistance R ja,e = ( Tj − Ta )/P can be calculated.
The air flow is measured by orifice plate method. An AISI 304 steel plate (DENSO Thermal
Systems) is inserted in the inlet pipe. The orifice in the plate has a diameter of 79 mm. Pressure taps
are inserted upstream and downstream the plate, so that the differential pressure can be measured
by a FKK differential pressure transmitter (Fuji electricTM , Tokyo, Japan). By measuring differential
pressure, the volumetric air flow rate (V̇) can be easily calculated [43]. Finally, the approach velocity
can be calculated as vd = V̇/Ad .
A schematic of the experimental rig is shown in Figure 5, while experimental results are reported
in Table 2.

Figure 5. Scheme of experimental test rig used for heat sink characterization.
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Table 2. Experimental results for the commercially available heat sink.
V̇ [m3 /s]

P [W]

Tj [◦ C]

Ta [◦ C]

vd [m/s]

R ja,e [K/W]

0.136
0.125
0.112
0.099
0.086
0.070
0.054

60.24
76.3
85.07
87.32
82.36
71.4
56.64

84.4
104.3
118
121.9
118.7
111
98.1

26.5
26.1
25.8
25.1
24.8
24.2
23.8

13.9
12.8
11.5
10.2
8.8
7.2
5.6

0.96
1.02
1.08
1.11
1.14
1.22
1.31

Modeling predictions are then obtained relying on R ja,m = R jc + Rcs + Rsa + Rspr , as described in
Section 2. First, R jc = 0.5 K/W is considered, as suggested by the manufacturer of the power transistor
embedded into the case (model STP130NS04ZB by STMicroelectronics, Geneva, Switzerland). Second,
Rcs is calculated from Equation (2), considering Ab = LW = 23.68 cm2 and k = 209 W/m/K. Third,
Rsa is calculated by means of Equations (3)–(7), considering c p,a = 1013.4 J/kg/K, k a = 0.0259 W/m/K,
ρ = 1.1794 kg/m3 , and µ = 1.8415 × 10−5 kg/m/s. It is worth mentioning that the lateral area of the
baseplate is not involved in the heat transfer phenomenon because the heat sink is flush-mounted
on the HVAC wall during the experiments. Consequently, the overall heat transfer area Ahs can be
calculated as:
Ahs = W L + 2( L + t) HN
(12)
while the overall heat sink volume (V) as:
V = W Ltb + NtLH

(13)

Finally, Rspr is calculated by Equations (8)–(11), considering As = 1.555 cm2 .
Experimental results and model predictions are compared in Table 3 and Figure 6. It can be noticed
that model predictions for R ja values range in the narrow interval −5% to +8% (Root Mean Square
(RMS) equal to 5.0%), in good agreement with the accuracy achieved by previous studies [23,40,42].
Therefore, the remarkable similarity between experimental and modeling results (Figure 6) allows for
considering the thermal models presented in Section 2 as an accurate reference for optimizing the plate
fins configuration, at least for the considered approach air velocities (vd = 5.6–13.9 m/s).
Table 3. Comparison between experimental results (R ja,e ) and model predictions (R ja,m ) for the
considered commercial heat sink for different values of approach velocity (vd ), with corresponding
R −R
percent deviations ( ja,mR ja,e ja,e · 100) between model and experiments.
vd
[m/s]

R jc,m
[K/W]

Rcs,m
[K/W]

Rspr,m
[K/W]

Rsa,m
[K/W]

R ja,m
[K/W]

R ja,e
[K/W]

Deviation
[%]

13.9
12.8
11.5
10.2
8.8
7.2
5.6

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.017
0.017
0.017
0.017
0.017
0.017
0.017

0.133
0.133
0.133
0.133
0.133
0.133
0.133

0.367
0.381
0.400
0.421
0.450
0.492
0.553

1.017
1.031
1.050
1.071
1.100
1.142
1.203

0.96
1.02
1.08
1.11
1.14
1.22
1.31

5.82
0.59
−3.14
−3.38
−3.57
−6.10
−8.31
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Figure 6. Comparison between experimental results and modeling predictions for the considered
commercial heat sink. Experimental error bar values have been estimated relying on similar
measurements [44–49]. In particular, see Appendix A in Reference [45].

The slight mismatch between modeling and experimental results may be due to both uncertainties
in the vch model, which shows typical RMS between 3.9% and 8.6% [39], and to the partial dissipation
of P by both radiative (from heat sink to duct walls) and conductive (through the transistor case holder)
heat transfer mechanisms. As a first approximation, radiative and conductive heat transfer phenomena
have been neglected in the thermal model presented in Section 2. In fact, the extruded aluminum alloy
has low emissivity (≈ 0.1 [14,50]), whereas the baseplate heat sink and transistor case are mounted in
a thermally insulating plastic holder.
3.2. Optimization Procedure and Results
The majority of existing approaches aim to optimize heat sink geometry to achieve the best
thermo-fluid dynamics performances at the same time [13,26,38], in order to fulfill the thermal
dissipation requirements with minimum operating costs (i.e., fan power, which is directly linked
to pressure drops). However, the present study focuses on optimizing the material needed to
manufacture a heat sink while meeting the requested thermal performances, in order to reduce
production costs. This approach is particularly effective in the case of unshrouded PFHS operating in
semi-active configurations, namely when the air flows on the heat sink thanks to an already existing
fan, and thus no additional operating costs are generally involved. Here, the optimization procedure is
introduced and then tested on a case study, namely the heat sink tested in Section 3.1.
Basically, the optimization algorithm takes as inputs the physical properties of air (c p,a , k a , ρ, µ)
and heat sink (k), as well as the heat sink thermal resistances R ja,W to be guaranteed for different air
velocities vd,W (i.e., working conditions). A first guess geometry should be also provided. Then, the
optimization procedure finds the heat sink geometry that: (1) guarantees R ja ≤ R ja,W for each vd,W
(i.e., the problem constraints); (2) guarantees a certain interval of heat sink sizes, in order to take into
account manufacturing constraints; and (3) minimizes the heat sink volume V and thus the production
cost. In other words, the algorithm searches for the heat sink configuration that guarantees certain
thermal and manufacturing performances with the minimum amount of material. Therefore, the
optimization problem has the form:
(
min V (x)
x

such that

R ja ≤ R ja,W ,
LB ≤ x ≤ UB

∀vd,W

(14)
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where x = ( L, W, tb , H, N, t) are the geometric characteristics of the heat sink to be optimized,
V = W Ltb + NtLH is the heat sink volume, while LB and UB are lower and upper limits for the
heat sink sizes, respectively.
This optimization strategy considers the heat sink volume, i.e., the amount of material
needed to manufacture the part, as the cost index. Consequently, it is suitable to deal with heat
sinks manufactured by ”Non Subtractive” techniques, both traditional (e.g., extrusion, casting,
stamping, folding [13]) and innovative (e.g., additive manufacturing [45,46,49], carbon nanotube
bundles [44]) ones.
Despite cost optimization generally meaning both production and operating cost minimization,
here only production costs (i.e., heat sink volume and thus material amount) are considered for the
optimization procedure. In fact, operating costs come from the power consumption of the dedicated
fan, which is directly linked to the overall pressure drops of the circuit where the heat sink is placed.
However, the optimization procedure suggested in this study is particularly designed for the common
case of heat sinks in semi-active configurations, where pressure drops induced by heat sinks are
usually negligible if compared with other pressure drops in the circuit. Hence, operating costs can
be considered as independent from the heat sink geometry and, consequently, the cost optimization
becomes a sole production cost minimization [51].
Nevertheless, it is worth stressing that the generality of the reported procedure is not affected.
In fact, the optimization strategy proposed in this work can be easily adapted for operating costs by
substituting V with 1/η A (η A =

Nu/Nure f
( f / f re f )0.33

is the aerothermal efficiency [45]) as the cost indicator to be

minimized. In such a way, the proposed optimization methodology finds the heat sink configuration
able to minimize the overall pressure drop due to the heat sink, which determines the additional fan
power consumption and thus operating costs.
Considering real applications, the set of possible heat sink geometries is extremely large. Hence, an
algorithm able to explore the geometry parameters space in a ”smart” way is needed to find the optimal
solution while spending a reasonable amount of computational time. In this study, genetic algorithms
are exploited to guide the problem minimum search with a more rational generation of the heat
sink geometries to be evaluated. Starting from a first guess solution given as input, the algorithm
randomly generates a set of possible solutions for the problem (heat sink geometries), which is
called initial population. For each of those possible solutions, the algorithm checks whether problem
constraints are verified or not, and it evaluates the objective function. Among the solutions within the
problem constraints, the algorithm chooses the ones with the smallest values of the objective function.
Starting from the chosen solutions, the algorithm then generates a new population (i.e., a new set of
possible solutions), relying on crossover and mutation operators. Therefore, the algorithm is designed to
guide the evolution of the population toward a global, optimal solution. The population generation
process is repeated until a termination condition is met, such as reaching a plateau in the objective
function value or exceeding a certain number of generations. Here, the heat sink optimization problem
described in Equation (14) is solved by means of the genetic minimization algorithm implemented in
the MATLABTM (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) environment. In particular, the ga function is
here adopted to generate successive iterations of possible heat sink geometries (see Appendix B for
further details).
The thermal model defined in Section 2 and experimentally validated in Section 3.1 is used
to compute R ja corresponding to each generated solution and working condition. The heat sink
experimentally characterized in Section 3.1 is considered as a test case for the suggested optimization
strategy. The actual geometry and material parameters of the heat sink by DENSOTM Thermal Systems
are adopted as first guess geometry for the genetic algorithm (see Table 1). As reported in Equation (14),
we impose that the thermal resistances of the optimized solution (R ja ) must be equal or lower than
the ones predicted for the commercial heat sink (i.e., R ja,W = R ja,m , as from Table 3), for each working
condition considered (i.e., vd,W = vd , as from Table 3). Boundary values for the geometry parameter
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are imposed in the optimization problem and reported in Table 4, being dictated by the peculiar
manufacturing technique (extrusion in this case) [13].
Table 4. Lower (LB) and upper (UB) boundary values for geometry parameters of the PFHS.
Boundary type

L [mm]

W [mm]

tb [mm]

N

H [mm]

t [mm]

LB
UB

10
100

10
100

1
10

2
22

10
50

0.8
2

Table 5 reports a comparison between the initial geometry of the commercial heat sink and the
one obtained by the optimization procedure. Moreover, the baseplate (Vb ), fins (Vf ) and overall (V)
volumes of initial and optimized heat sinks are also shown. Results show that the optimal heat sink
volume is 17.6 cm3 , which is a remarkable 53% less with respect to the actual commercial heat sink
volume (37.4 cm3 ). Therefore, the presented optimization procedure would allow saving 19.8 cm3 of
material and thus reducing production costs, without affecting the overall thermal performances of
the heat sink.
Table 5. Initial and optimized release heat sink geometries.
Configuration

L
[mm]

W
[mm]

tb
[mm]

N
[mm]

H
[mm]

t
[mm]

p
[mm]

Vb
[cm3 ]

Vf
[cm3 ]

V
[cm3 ]

Initial
Optimized

57.2
20.0

41.4
40.0

8.4
4.5

14
22

21.8
36.4

1
0.9

2.1
1.0

19.9
3.6

17.5
14.0

37.4
17.6

4. Conclusions
Given the large amount of geometric and thermo-fluid dynamics parameters strongly coupled to
each other, the cost-effective selection and design of heat sinks for electronics cooling can be often a
complex procedure. In this work, a novel, comprehensive thermal model of unshrouded plate fin heat
sinks including (1) flow bypass; (2) developing boundary layer along fins; (3) conduction through fins
(fin efficiency); and (4) baseplate to fins spreading resistance, has been developed and experimentally
validated. In particular, the original combination of thermal and fluid dynamics models already
reported and validated in the literature allows for basing the heat sink optimization methodology
on a robust modeling framework. The experimental campaign has been carried out to characterize a
commercially available plate fins heat sink, which is currently adopted for automotive applications
(millions of units manufactured per year). The limited deviations between experimental results and
modeling predictions allow for considering the developed thermal model as an accurate reference for
optimizing the plate fins configuration.
Then, a novel approach for the cost optimization of unshrouded PFHS operating in semi-active
configurations has been proposed. Such an approach is based on computationally efficient genetic
algorithms and, as a test case, it has been adopted to optimize the geometry parameters of the
commercial heat sink. The optimized heat sink configuration shows a remarkable 53% volume (i.e.,
production costs) decrease with respect to the commercial one, while guaranteeing the same thermal
performances. For the sake of simplicity, the optimization approach has been experimentally validated
only for heat sinks with plate fins and approaching velocities in the range vd = 5.6–13.9 m/s (i.e.,
channel Reynolds number Rech = 528–2481); however, the procedure could be further extended to
other heat sink geometries or air flow regimes.
The suggested optimization methodology has been designed for heat sinks operating in semi-active
configurations, where the relevant cost factor is the amount of material used to manufacture the heat
sink (i.e., production cost). However, we highlight that the reported procedure is rather general, being
easily transferable to several thermal management solutions for electronic and automotive components.
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In fact, this methodology could be scaled-up for a broad variety of: (i) heat sink geometries, e.g., with
pin or flared fins; (ii) air flow regimes, e.g., with natural convection; (iii) heat sink installations, e.g., fully
shrouded or top bypass ones; (iv) optimization targets, e.g., minimization of pressure drops in case of
active configurations. Therefore, the industrial relevance of the methodology introduced in this article
is the possible a priori identification of a range of optimal geometrical parameters for PFHS, according
to the specific working conditions and manufacturing/performance/cost boundaries to be complied.
This has the potential to drastically reduce the amount of experiments (and thus time-to-market)
needed to design and characterize PFHS tailored for specific applications (i.e., ”Long Tail” products),
especially if coupled with additive manufacturing techniques.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
a
app
b
bs
bt
ch
d
e
f
hs
j
m
p
ref
s
W

air
apparent
baseplate
side bypass
top bypass
channel
approach
experimental
fins
heat sink
junction
model
spacing
reference
heat source
working

Appendix A: Detailed Model for Pressure Drops
First, the pressure drops experienced by air flowing through the heat sink can be formulated
as [39]:
∆phs = pc + p f + pe
(15)
On the one side, the contraction pressure drop is defined as:

pc = Kc

1 2
ρv
2 d


(16)

Kc being correlated as:
Kc = 1.18 + 0.0015σ − 0.395σ2
for laminar flows and σ =

p
p+t

(17)

[52]. On the other side, the expansion pressure drop can be computed as:

p e = Ke

1 2
ρv
2 ch


(18)
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Ke being correlated as:
Ke = 1 − 2.76σ + σ2

(19)

for laminar flows [52]. Furthermore, the frictional pressure drop in the channel can be estimated by
the Fanning friction coefficient ( f app ) as:
pf =

2 f app Lρv2ch
Dhch

(20)

where vch = vd /σ by conservation of mass. By considering laminar hydrodynamically developing
flows and one-dimensional momentum flux of an arbitrary rectangular duct [39], the apparent friction
factor is estimated by the Churchill–Usagi correlation [53], namely

f app Rech
where L∗ch =

L
Rech Dh

3.44
= p ∗
Lch

!2



+

24
1 + αch

2

1
2

(21)



, αch = p/H, Rech = ρvch Dhch µ−1 and Dhch = 2p with p  H.

ch

Second, the pressure drop in the top bypass section can be formulated as:
∆pbt =

2 f appbt Lρv2bt
Dhbt

(22)

for laminar developing flows [39]. Similarly to Equation (21), the Churchill–Usagi correlation is then
written as:

1
!2 
2 2
3.44
24

f appbt Rebt =  p ∗
+
(23)
1 + αbt
Lbt
where L∗bt =

L
Rebt Dh

bt

, αbt = (CH − H )/W, Rebt = ρvbt Dhbt µ−1 and Dhbt =

2W (CH − H )
.
W +(CH − H )

Third, the pressure drop in the side bypass section can be formulated as:
∆pbs =

2 f appbs Lρv2bs
Dhbs

(24)

for laminar developing flows [39]. Again, the Churchill–Usagi correlation is written as:

3.44
f appbs Rebs =  p ∗
Lbs
where L∗bs =

L
Rebs Dh

bs1

!2



+

24
1 + αbs1

2

1

2

(25)



, αbs1 = (CB − W )/2H, Rebs = ρvbs Dhbs1 µ−1 and Dhbs1 =

2H (CB−W )
.
2H +(CB−W )

Appendix B: Genetic Algorithm Settings and Performances
Genetic algorithm optimization schemes are already embedded in the MATLABTM environment
by the ga function. Nevertheless, choosing proper settings for genetic algorithms is fundamental
to achieve an optimal solution [54,55]. In particular, the ga settings adopted in this work are: 200
generations (maximum iteration number); 100 population size (number of solutions generated by
ga at each iteration); 75% crossover fraction (fraction of population that is created by the crossover
function at the next generation); 30% migration fraction (fraction of individuals in each subpopulation
that migrates to a different subpopulation at the next generation); 10 generations between successive
migration events; 10−14 TolFun (lower bound for the change of objective function below which optimal
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solution is considered to be reached); selectionremainder as function to select parents of crossover
and mutation children; crossoverheuristic as function to create crossover children; mutationadaptfeasible
as function to produce mutation children. This optimized set of parameters has been obtained
after a preliminary sensitivity study. In particular, the global minimum is generally achieved after
100 generations and with a population of at least 100 individuals. Moreover, the optimization problem
is not significantly affected by the migration fraction, whereas an optimal convergence is observed at
75% crossover fraction.
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